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On the projective class group of cyclic groups
of prime power order

Michel A. Kervaire and M. Pavaman Murthy

Let Cq dénote the cyclic group of order q and ZCq the intégral group ring of
Cq. ïf q is a prime, q p say, D. S. Rim [18] has proved that the projective class

group K0(ZCp) is isomorphic to K0(Z[Ç]), where £ dénotes a primitive p-th root
of unity. In turn, it is well known that K0(Z[£]) is isomorphic to the idéal class

group of the ring Z[£] of integers in the cyclotomic field Fo Q(£). See J. Milnor's
book [17], §1, Corollary 1.11.

In this paper we study K0(ZCq) for q pn+\ where p is a prime number.
For instance, we obtain in §6 the following resuit. Let C(Fn) dénote the idéal

class group of the cyclotomic field Fn =Q(£n), .where £n is a primitive pn+1-st root
of unity. If p is a semi-regular odd prime, there is an exact séquence

0 -> Ô(P " 3) + Ôp) • Z/pZ -> K0(ZCp2) -> C(F0) x C(FX) -> 0.

Hère, N • Z/pZ stands for the direct product of N copies of the group Z/pZ of

integers modp, and 8P is the number of Bernoulli numbers among
B2, £4,..., Bp-3 whose numerator (in reduced form) is divisible by p.

Recall that a prime p is semi-regular if it does not divide the order of the idéal
class group of the maximal real subfield Fj= Q^o + Éô1) in Fo.

Remark. It is an old conjecture that possibly every prime is semi-regular. This

conjecture has been verified for p^4001 and for thèse primes a list of the

Bernoulli numbers B2a with 2^2a^p-3 whose numerator is divisible by p can
be found in [4], pages 430, 431. As shown by the tables, the number 8P oscillâtes

between 0 and 3 for p^4001. The first prime p for which ôp is non-zero is 37.

According to the table, ôp 1 for p 37, 59, 67, 101, 103, 131, 149 and ôp 0

for ail other primes p^l51. Then, ôp 2 for p 157. Finally ôp-3, the
maximum value of ôp for p^4001, if p 491, 617, 1151, 1217, 1811, 1847, 2939
and 3833. It is known that there exist infinitely many primes with Ôp^O. See [4],
Theorem 2, page 381.

Dedicated to Beno Eckmann on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday.
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416 MICHEL A KERVAIRE AND M PAVAMAN MURTHY

The surjective map

i* : K0(ZCp2) -» Ko(ZUo]) x K0(Z[fx]) C(F0) x C^)

in the above exact séquence is induced by the natural inclusion

of ZCp2 into the maximal order of QCp2 QxQ(£0)xQ(£i).
For arbitrary odd prime p, we prove that Ker i* maps surjectively onto

§(p-3) -Z/pZ and hence, at any rate, the order of Ker i# is at least p(1/2)(p~3).

Thus, for a prime p^5, there exist projective modules over the group ring ZCp2
which become free over Z[f0] and Z[£i], under the natural maps ZCp2
*> 0,1, but which are not even stably free as ZCp2-modules.

For larger values of n, there still is a surjective map

where £v is a primitive pv+1-st root of unity, C(pn+1) dénotes the cyclic group of
order pn+1, and KO(Z[ÇV]) is isomorphic to the idéal class group C(FV) of the

cyclotomic field Fv=Q(fv).
We shall see that the kernel Wn of i* is an abelian p-group. Writing wn for the

exponent of p in the order of Wm we shall find:
For p an odd prime number,

with equality if p is a regular prime, i.e. if 8P 0 or equivalently, if p does not
divide the class number of Fo Q(^o)«

For p 2, which is a regular prime, the group Wn is an abelian 2-group of
order 2 to the power

More complète information on Wn is given at the end of §1 and in §5, §6. The
bulk of the proofs is contained in §§2-4.

The projective class group X0(ZCi5) is studied in §7. The resuit is in sharp
contrast with the prime power order case.
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Remark. On the occasion of a talk given by one of us at Princeton University
in the Fall 1969, where the results of this paper hâve been presented, we were
informed by S. Ullom that A. Frôlich had already proved that Wn is a p-group
and produced some lower bound for its order. (See [5], Part I.) Furthermore, the

appearance of terms like Z/2Z in K0(ZCi5) had also been observed by S. Ullom
in certain K0(ZC(2pn)). (Compare Prop. 3 in [20].) Finally, comparable results
hâve been obtained by S. Galovich in his thesis [6].

§1. A fibre product

Let A be a ring with identity élément and let I, J be two-sided ideals of A. We
shall consider fibre products which are diagrams of rings as follows

a/idj—> au

Ali > A/I + J.

J. Milnor has proved that such a diagram yields an exact séquence in K-theory
known as the Milnor-Mayer-Vietoris séquence. We only need the following
portion of it

» KMU + J) -> K0(A/I H J)

x Ko(A/J) -» K0(A/I+J).

(See J. Milnor [17] or H. Bass [2, Chap. VII, §4].)
We shall use this séquence in the case where the ring R A/I + J satisfies the

following hypothesis:

The free R -modules Rm and Rn are isomorphic if and only if m n.

Then, the map K0(Z) Z-> K0(R) is injective, and one can replace Ko by
Ko K0/Im K0(Z) in the above Milnor-Mayer-Vietoris séquence.

We study the following spécial case: Let A =Z[X] be the polynomial ring in

one variable X over the ring of integers. Take I=(Xpn-l) and J-

One vérifies easily that IHJ (Xpn+1-l). Observing that the polynomial
generating the idéal J is the cyclotomic polynomial whose roots are the primitive
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pn+1-st roots of unity, we get the fibre product diagram

h 1"

Z[X]/(Xpn -1) -^-> ¥p[x]/(xpn -1),

where i2(X) £n, /2(fn) x and /i(X) x.
Set JRn=Fp[jc]/(xpn-l) and write î x-l. Then, xpn-1 tpn modp and so

Rn Fp[r]/(fp") is a local ring with maximal idéal T (t). It is elementary to show
that

and det:Ki(Rn)—> U(Rn) is an isomorphism, where det is induced by the
déterminant map GL(Rn)-> U(Rn) and U(Rn) dénotes the group of invertible
éléments in Rn.

Since det:Ki(A)—» U(A) is (split) surjective for every commutative ring A
with identity élément, we can replace the above séquence by

U(ZC(pn))x£n^ U(Rn) > K0(ZC(pn+1))-^ K0(ZC(pn))

where En l/(Z[£n]), and C(pn) is the cyclic group of order pn.

Of course this is a spécial case of the gênerai exact séquence involving Picard

groups considered in [2, Chap. IX, §3] and [3].
The main problem is thus to evaluate the cokernel Vn of the map

j:U(ZC(pn))xEn-»U(Rn).

We then hâve the exact séquence

0^ Vn -» K0(ZC(pn+1)) -» K0(ZC(pn)) x Ko(Z[U) -> 0

which gives us a hold on K0(ZC(pn+1)) by induction on n, starting with D. S.

Rim's theorem for n 0.

In the calculation of Vn a décisive rôle will be played by the action of the
Galois group Gn Gai (Q(£n)/Q) on the various rings involved.
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Let K:Gn-* U(Z/pn+1Z) be the usual canonical isomorphism defined by
s(Cn) Çn(s\ s e Gn. We write x indifferently for the generator corresponding to X
in Z[X]/(Xpn+1-l) ZC(pn+1), Z[X]/(Xpn-l) ZC(pn) and Fp[X]/(Xpn -1)
Rn. If seGn, then k(s) is an integer modpn+1, prime to p, and so xK(s) makes

good sensé, whether we view x as generator of C(pn+1), C(pn) or as an élément of
Rn-

The formula s(x) - jck(s) turns Gn Gai (Q(^n)/Q) into a group of automorph-
isms of the rings ZC(pn+1), ZC(pn) and Rn. Moreover, the maps in the diagram

ZC(pn) ^^ Rn

ail commute with the action of Gn.

Now, the Milnor-Mayer-Vietoris séquence associated with a fibre product is

natural with respect to maps of fibre products. The exact séquence

0 -> Vn -* K0(ZC(pn+1)) -» K0(ZC(pn)) x Ko(Z[&]) -+ 0

thus becomes a séquence of Gn-modules.
In particular, let ceGn be complex conjugation. Because c((n) £n {n1, it

follows that on ZC(pn+1), ZC(pn) and .Rn, the opération of c is determined by

If M is a multiplicative Gn-module, we dénote by M+ the submodule of M
consisting of éléments veM such that c(v) v. Similarly, M"
{v e M | c(v) i;"1}. Observe that if M is a finite abelian group of odd order then

Our main resuit is the following.

THEOREM 1.1. Let Un U(Rn), Un={ueUn\c(u) u}, and XnaUn be

the cyclic subgroup generated by x 1 +1, where Rn =Fp[t]/(tpn), n^l.

For p an odd prime Vn=Vn'xV^, and if p is semi-regular, then

and
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by a canonical injection, where Fv Q(£v) and S(FV) is the p-primary component of
the idéal class group of Fv.

If the prime p is not known to be semi-regular, there is a surjective map of Vn

onto UJXn • Ut

An elementary calculation carried through in §2 yields the structure of
UJXn - Ut This group looks like this:

For p 2, UJXn- Un is the direct product for v l,...,n-2 of 2n~v~2

copies of Z/2VZ. In formula:

n

For p an odd prime number, the formula reads

n
• U+n fi i(p ~ lfpn~v~l • Z/pvZ xè(p - 3) • Z/pnZ.

We also get in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 an explicit description of the generators.

Remark. Iwasawa and Sims [15, page 92] hâve proved that for p^4001, the

group S'iFn.t) is given by S"(Fn_!)s^ -Z/pnZ.

On the other hand, for n 1, we shall prove in §6 by a direct calculation that

VX s ôp * Z/pZ for every semi-regular prime.

It seems natural to conjecture that perhaps

Char (V:> S'iF^)^ 8P -Z/pnZ

for ail semi-regular primes and ail n^l?
If p is a regular prime, e.g. p 2, then S~(Fn) 0 for ail n ^ 0 and the above

theorem détermines Vn V^ completely. Its order is easily computed to be p to
the power vm where

vn i(pn -l)-n for p odd,

and

vn 2n~1-n for p 2.
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Successive application of Theorem 1.1 to ZC(pn+1), ZC(pn),... ,ZC(p2) and
Rim's theorem gives

THEOREM 1.2. Let p be a regular prime. The inclusion of ZC(pn+1) into the

maximal order Zx]l"=oZ[^] of QC(pn+1) induces the exact séquence

0^ Wn^K0(ZC(pn+1))^ fi Ko(Z[£,])->0,
v 0

where Wn is an abelian p-group with a filtration

Wn H1=>H23.-.3Hn3Hn+1 0,

such that Hm/Hm+1^ Vm as given by the above formulas.

The proof is immédiate. If pm :K0(ZC(pn+1))-+ K0(ZC(pm)) dénotes the

homomorphism induced by the obvious projection for m l,...,n + l, defîne
Hm WnHKer(pm). The isomorphism Hm/Hm+i=Vm is induced by pm+1 \ Hm.

The map Hm/Hm+1 —» Vm thus obtained is clearly injective. Surjectivity follows
easily from the surjectivity of £0(ZC(pv+1))-> K0(ZC(pv))xK0(Z[^]).

This theorem provides, after a short computation, the order of Wn as asserted
in the introduction.

The structure of Wn is determined, at least in principle, in §5. For n^2 and

p ^ 5 (n ^ 3 for p 3), it is definitely not the direct product of Vu Vn.

As an illustration, the following is a corollary of our methods.

THEOREM 1.3. Let p be a regular prime and C(pn) dénote the cyclic group of
order pn. Then, the natural map on units

i1:U(ZC(pn+1))^U(ZC(pn))

is surjective for ail n.

Proof. Let ue U(ZC(pn)). Denoting by x a generator of C(pn), we hâve

u xl • v, where v is symmetric, i.e. invariant under the involution (x »-» x'1).
Thus, with the notations of Theorem 1.1, ji{u)eXn • l/*, where jx is the map in
the diagram

^ Un.
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By Theorem 4.1, j2 is surjective on symmetric éléments if p is a regular prime.
Since the diagram cornes from a fibre product, it follows that ix is surjective.

Remark. In §6 we will show that /i(l/(ZCp))<=/2(Ei) if p is semi-regular. It
thus follows that

h:U(ZC(p2))-+U(ZC(p))

is still surjective for p only semi-regular. However, we do not know whether
surjectivity of L7(ZC(pn+1))-> U(ZC(pn)) holds for n^2 under the weaker

regularity hypothesis on p.

§2. The unit group of the ring Rn =Fp[x]/(xpn -1)

We set r x-le.Rn and observe that Rn Fp[r]/(rpn). The group U(Rn) of
units of JRn, which consists of (truncated) polynomials in t with non-vanishing
constant term, splits as a direct product

where lf^ is the subgroup of U(Rn) consisting of the units congruent to

lmodrRn. Set T=tRn, the maximal idéal of Rn. The subgroups l/(nl):=l + Tl,

i^l, filter U(Rn) and the map T'-^l + T1 given by /->1+/ induces an

isomorphism T/Tl+1 U^/U^ for i ^ 1. With a minor change of notation from
the preceding section, we set Un U^- Then, since tl-générâtes Tl/Tl+1, it
follows that

Any set of éléments £ e U(Rn), i 1,..., pn -1 satisfying

is a set of generators of Un.

We repeat some notation. Let c:Rn-*Rn be the Fp-automorphism deter-
mined by c(x) x~1. A unit ueU(Rn) such that c(w) w will be called a

symmetric unit. We dénote by Un the subgroup of Un consisting of symmetric
units. Also, let Xn be the subgroup of Un generated by x 1 +1.

In the next two sections we shall prove e.g. that if p is a regular prime number,
then

FpxXn • L/: Im{/:[/(ZC(pn))x£n-^ U(Rn)}.
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In this paragraph we détermine the structure of

UJXn • l/:=[/(KJ/FpxXn • Ut

Set a, 1 + tl for i 1,..., pn -1 and let yx be the class of at in UJXn • Ut

LEMMA 2.1. If p is an odd prime, then the éléments y2i+i witft 1 ^ i ^\{pn -3)
and 2i + l prime to p form an independent set of generators of UJXn • £/„. The
order of y2i+i is pUi, where ax is uniquely determined by the inequalities

Proof. Consider the symmetric éléments s x + x~1-2 x~1t2 and or,

l + sleLC for i 1,... ,è(pn- 1). Since a2l+i l + f2l+1 and a,
1 + f21 mod T2l+1, it follows by a remark above that the set {a2l+i, o-,+i} with
i 0,1,..., \{pn - 3) générâtes Un. Since ai 1 +1 x g Xn and o\+i g LC> the set

{y2l+i} with i 0, l,...,è(pn-3) générâtes UJXn • LC. Since further ai2l+l)p
(û:2i+i)p, the subset of {72^1} with 2i + l prime to p suffices to generate
UJXn ' Ut

Now, «21+1 is of order pûj in Un, where p"~a'^2i + l<pn~a'+1. Hence, the

order of y2i+i divides pa*.

To show that the order of y2i+i is precisely pa' and moreover that

735 75, • • •, 7Pn-i with indices prime to p form an independent set of generators of
UJXn - Ut, it suffices to check that \UJXn • I/+| n.pa', where the product
extends over i 1, 2,... ,è(pn-1) with 2i + l prime to p, and |L/n/Xn • Ut\
dénotes the cardinality of the set UJXn • Un¬

it is easily checked that \UJXn • LC| |t/n|/|Xn| • \Un\ pa/2)(pn~1)~n. (Recall
that p is an odd prime.) On the other hand, for given a, the set of possible indices
i such that at a, i.e. the set {i \ pn~a ^2i + l<pn~a+1} contains è(p-l)pn"a
integers for a<n and è(p-3) for a n. Among thèse, there are è(p-^p""""1
multiples of p except if a n, in which case there are none. Consequently, setting
pVn 111 PaS we hâve

vn t«- ï(p " DV-û~1 + n • è(p - 3).

We leave to the reader the vérification that vn \{pn -1) - n.

The case p 2 is somewhat more complicated. Keeping the notation a, 1 + tl

and 7, for the class of at in UJXn • LC, we hâve the follôwing lemma.
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LEMMA 2.2. I/p 2, the éléments y4l+1 with i 1, 2,..., 2n~2-l form an
independent set of generators of UJXn • Un- The order of y4l+i is T\ where a, is

uniquely determined by the inequalities

Proof. Again, let s x + jc~1 x~xt2 and set o-k l + sk. We first prove that
{a4l+u cr2i+i} with î 0,1,... is a set of generators of Un. We prove this by
induction on n. Let U{n dénote the subgroup l/(nj) 1 + Tj, where T is the idéal
generated by t in ¥2[t]/(t2n). Also, let Hn be the subgroup of Un generated by
{«4,4-1, 0T2l + l}, î 0, 1,

Consider the exact séquence

defining Kn and where / is induced by the natural projection F2[f]/(*2)—»
F2[t]/(r2""1). Thus, Kn U{nn~1} 1 + T2""1. Clearly, every élément fc of Kn satisfies

k2=l, and /| Hn :Hn -» Hn_i is surjective. Assuming by induction that Hn_i
L/n_i, it first follows that every square in Un belongs to Hn. Indeed, let u e Un.

There exists an heHn such that u hk for some keKn, and thus u2 h2eHn.
Now, an easy calculation shows that o-2l+i all+1 • a4l4-3 mod r*l+4. it follows that

Using {Un)2^Hn and the easily verified fact that l/(nj) is generated by

a,, ai+i,..., a2n-i» it follows by decreasing induction on j that Un)(=-Hn for ail /.
Thus Un - U{nl) <= Hn, and so Un Hn. The induction argument can be rooted at

n 1 where l/i Hx is trivial to verify.
Since axeXn and cr, e [/« for ail /, it follows that the set {75, 79,..., 72^-3}

générâtes l^X,, • t/^. (For n^2 this set is empty and UJXn • Un ={1}.)
Now, the order of a4l+i is 2a', where 2rt ^ (4i + l)2a< < 2n+1. Thus, the order of

74H-i divides 2a'. In order to show that 74l+i is precisely of order 2a< and that the

set {74,+! | ï 1,2,..., 2n~2-1} is a set of independent generators of UJXn • Ut
it suffices to check that \UJXn * l/^| rii 2a', where the product extends over
i l,2,...,2n~2-l. We hâve \Un\ 22n~\ \Xn\ 2n and |LC| 22n~\ Since

\Xn H LT^I |{1, jc2""1}| 2, we hâve | UJXn • l#| 22n""n. On the other hand, for
a given ae[l, n], the set of indices i€[l,2n~2 — l] such that at a, i.e. the set

{ie[l,2n~2~l]|2n~a^4i + l<2n~a+1} contains 2n"a"2 integers except for a

n-\ and a~n where the set is empty. Thus, []» 2a$ 2Vn, where vn

lia2 =2 -n.la
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Remark. The above argument actually yields the structure of the group
UJXn • U+n as

n-l

1

n — l
UJXn • L/:= II kp-D2pn~v~1'Z/pvZx^p-3)'Z/pnZ for p odd,

and

n-2" "
^ for p 2.

We record for later use the following lemma about Un in the case p 2.

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose p 2. Dénote by N the subgroup of Un for n^
consisting of the éléments of the form u • c(u), u€ (Jn. Then,

where cri

Froo/. It follows from the proof of the preceding lemma that the éléments au
0*21+1, ï 0, 1,... generate Xn • £/„• A straightforward calculation, using c(t)
x~xt and s x~1t2 yields the formula

1=0

Now, for k > 0 and only then, we can rewrite this as

for some irrelevant exponents e,,. By descending induction on k > 0, starting with
ak leN for k large, the formula yields in succession a2n-1-i€N, <r2n-l-2€

N,... ,a3eN. Since «ieXn, we thus hâve

Xn • LT: Xn • NUo"xXn • NUalXn • NU • • • Uaf"1"1^ • N.

But o-? (7i • c(o-i) € N, and so

Xn -l/^Xn- NU «TiXn'N.
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Remark. It is easy to check that actually at £ Xn • N. For instance, map Un

onto U2 U(¥2[t]l(t4)) by the natural projection. Then, Xn • N maps into the
subgroup X2 of U2 generated by ai l + f x. On the other hand, o*i maps to
14- x + x ~1 1 + t2 + t3 a i • a 3 é X2.

§3. Upper bounds for Im{y: [/(ZC(p"))xEn -

We begin the study of the map /. Recall that En U(Z[Çn]), where £„ is a

primitive pn+1-st root of unity, Rn ¥p[t]/(tpn), and if x is a choice of generator
for C(pn), j(x) jUn)=l + t.

In this section, we prove that Im / <=¦ F'p x Xn • Un with the notations of Section
2. The main fact is a well known lemma about units in cyclotomic fields.

KUMMER'S LEMMA. Let ueEn. Then, for some integer i, the unit Çnu is

real, i.e. c(Çnu) Çlnu, where c is complex conjugation.

We recall the proof for convenience: Complex conjugation is an élément c of
the Galois group Gai (Q(£n)/Q)- Since this group is abelian, we hâve \s(cu/u)\
\csu/su\ l for ail s g Gai (Q(£n)/Q), where \z\ is the absolute value of the

complex number z. By-an elementary theorem, this implies

for some integer /. (See [9], 3.4.) If the "plus" sign holds and / 2i, it follows that
c{CnU) Çnu as desired.

If p is odd, then replacing / by / + pn+1 if necessary, we may assume that j is

even, j 2i say. We claim that in this case, the "minus" sign cannot occur in the
above formula. Indeed, if c(u) -£JnM, then observing that c(u) u mod (£„ -1),
we would hâve 2u 0mod(£n-l). Since m is a unit, it would follow 2

0 mod (£n -1) which contradicts p^ 2.

If p 2, we may assume that c(w) +^JnM after replacing -1 by £*" if
necessary. We claim that / is necessarily even. Consider the norm map N from

to Qto). We hâve N(^) (-l)n-1^1, taking say fB e2wï/2"+1. Thus

c(Nu) N(cu) Ni&u) ±Ci • Nu.

The only possibilities for the unit Nu are 1, — 1, (u -£i. In each case the équation
c(Nu) ±£i • Nu implies / even.

Kummer's lemma extends to our group rings. Let c :ZC(pn) -» ZC(pn) be the

automorphism induced by c(x)-x~1, where x dénotes a generator of C(pn).
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LEMMA 3.1. Let ue L/(ZC(pn)). Then, for sortie integer i, one has c(xlu)
xlu.

Proof. The ring ZC(pn) is a subring of the maximal order Zx]l"=oZ[£v] of
QC(pn). Dénote by uv, v 0,1,..., n -1 the images of u in the various compo-
nents Z[£v] of the maximal order. Applying Kummer's lemma in each Z[ÇV], we
hâve c{Çtuv) ^uv for some collection of integers iv. It follows that cu/u is a unit
of finite order in U(ZC(pn)). By Higman's theorem [10], we must hâve cu/u
±jcj. Now, projecting to Z by the augmentation shows that cu/u +jc; holds.

Projecting to the factor Z[£n_i] yields £'n_i t?n-\ for some i, and therefore

j 2i mod pn. We then hâve c(xlu) x'w.

LEMMA 3.2. With the notations of Section 2, we hâve

Im/c=FpxXn- l/:

for ail prime numbers p.

Proof. The conjugation c opérâtes on U(ZC(pn)), En and

U(Fp[t]/(tpn))> The map

is a map of C-modules, C being the cyclic group of order 2 generated by c.

Lemma 3.2 is then immédiate from Kummer's lemma and its extension to the

group ring ZC(pn).

Observe that in this section we did not need nor use any regularity hypothesis
on the prime p. Thus, we hâve

COROLLARY 3.3. For ail primes p and ail n^O, there is a surjection

This is the last statement in Theorem 1.1. (Obviously l/n/Xn-l/«
U(Rn)/Xn • U(Rn)\)

Proof. It suffices to show that Fpc: U(Rn) is contained in the image of /. This is

well known: For s any integer prime to p, fîT-l/fîT-l is a unit in Fn and,
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writing £ £{T, we hâve

since xpn 1 in Rn.

§4. Lower bounds for Im {/ : U(ZC(pn)) x En -* [/(«„)}

In this section we finish up the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let Tn
Coker {/:£„-» U(Rn)}, where En l/(Z[fn]). Observe that Vn is canonically a

quotient of Tn.
We claim first that it sufRces to prove Theorem 1.1 with Yn in place of Vn.

Indeed, if p 2, Theorem 1.1 for Yn says that Yn UJXn • 17*, or equival-
ently /(£n) FpxXn • 17*. In this case, Vn Yn follows from Lemma 3.2 which
asserts that ;(L7(ZC(pn)))c:FpxXn • 17+.

If p is an odd prime and veYn maps to leV^, then we can lift v to
ueU(Rn) so that c(u) u'1 and ue/{l/(ZC(pn))xEn}cFpxXn • 17+. The unit u

is then necessarily contained in the subgroup Xn of U(Rn) generated by x. Since

j((n) x, we hâve u e j(En), and hence v 1. Thus, V; r« UJXn • L/^. Furth-
ermore, since the map Tn-* V^ is also surjective, the dual map Char V^->
Criard is injective and a canonical injection Char^—» S(Fn-i) will give rise to
a canonical injection Char Vn —> S(Fn-i) as desired.

We conjecture that Yn Vn for ail n ^ 0 and will prove this for n 1 in
Section 6.

For convenience, we restate what we now hâve to prove.

THEOREM 4.1. Let Yn Coker {/ : En -» U(Rn)}, n £ 1. If p 2,

Un using the notations of Section 2. If p is a semi-regular odd prime, then

Yn Y~xYn, where Y~=UJXn - Ut and Chargez S(Fn_!) with canonical im-
bedding, where S(Fn_i) is the p-component of the idéal class group of
Q(exp(27n/pn)).

The proof will rely on the work of Iwasawa on cyclotomic fields and on class

field theory. For the reader's convenience we give below, in an appendix to this
section, a review of the results we need from Iwasawa's work, including their
(trivial) extension to the case p 2 which is only partly covered in Iwasawa's

papers. (The case p 2 is irrelevant for the applications Iwasawa has in mind.

Hère, of course, there is no reason to leave it out.) For the class field theory
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needed, références are [1] and [7]. See also the beautiful introduction given by S.

Lang in [16].
Recall the notation Fn - Q(£n), where £n is a primitive pn+1-st root of unity.
We are interested in two class fields over Fn as follows.
First, define the ray (or congruence) idéal group Hn Hn(Fn) as the group of

those principal (fractional) ideals in Fn which possess a generating élément a such

that a =1 mod ftpnn, where /tn is the idéal generated by £n -1 in Fn. Thus,
Hn {(a)\aeFn, a 1 mod/fc{T}, where the condition a 1 mod$ means that
the ^n-valuation of a-1 is at least pM. Since Fn has no real place, the additional
requirement on Hn in order to be a ray group (namely p(a)>0 for ail real

Q-imbeddings p : Fn —> R) évaporâtes.
Let KJFn be the p-part of the ray class field extension associated with the ray

group Hn. Thus KJFn is an abelian extension with Galois group

where Io(Fn) stands for the group of ideals of Fn which are prime to /fen, and

(Jo(Fn)/Hn)p is the p-primary component of I0(Fn)/Hn.
It is well known that no prime of Fn ramifies in KJFn except those dividing

the conductor of Hn and therefore, yfcn is the only possibly ramified prime in

KJFn. See for instance [7], Fûhrer-Verzweigungs-Satz, page 136.

The other class field Ln we need is the p-part of the Hilbert class field of Fn. It
is also an abelian extension, with Galois group

Gai (LJFn) s (I(Fn)/P(Fn))p S(Fn),

where I(Fn) is the idéal group of Fn and P(Fn) the subgroup of principal ideals.
Thus as above, S(Fn) is the p-primary component of the idéal class group of Fn.

The extension LJFn is the p-part of the class field extension associated with the

ray group P(Fn).
Since Hn <= P(Fn), we hâve the inclusions

Observe now that since Xn/Q and LJQ are Galois extensions, the group
Grt Gal(Fn/Q) opérâtes on Gal(Xn/Fn) and its subgroup Ga\(KJLn) via the

group extension

1 -* Gai (KJFn) -> Gai (KJQ) -> Gn -+ 1.
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The key lemma which bridges class field theory with our problem is the
following.

LEMMA 4.2. There is a canonical isomorphism of Gn-modules

6 : Gai (KJLn) -> U(Rn)ljEn Vn,

where as before, Rn Fp[t]/(tpn) and En l/(Z[fJ).
Proof. Let Pmt dénote the set of intégral principal ideals of Fn which are

prime to ftn. There is a surjection

J:Pmt-»U(Rn)lj(En)

sending the idéal (a), where aeZ[Çn], to the class mod/(£n) of j(a). Since a is

prime to fcn (Çn -1), j(a) is indeed a unit in Rn. Since a is determined by (a)
modulo En, the map J is well defined. It is clearly surjective. Now, let Po be the

group of principal fractional ideals in Fn which are prime to fin. Define

J:P0-*U(Rn)lj(En)

by J(a) J(b)/J(c), where a b/c with b,ce Z[£n], both prime to ^n. Clearly, the
kernel of J:P0-+ U(Rn)/j(En) consists of the principal ideals generated by some
élément a lmod/f, i.e. Ker/ Hn. Hence / induces an isomorphism

J:P0/Hn-»U(Rn)lj(En)

(with apologies for the abuse of notation) which commutes with the action of Gn.

Now, the Artin map of class field theory yields a commutative diagram

1 > Gai (KJLn) > Gai (KJFn) > Gai (LJFn) 1

j^o J*K |*l
1 > P0/Hn > (lo/HJp > (IIP)P >h

with ijjo, i^k> fa isomorphisms.
Define 6 Jfa.
It is well known that the Artin maps fa, fa, fa ail commute with the action of

Gn Gai (Fn/Q), as follows right away from the définitions, and thus 6 is a map of
Gn -modules and an isomorphism. The lemma is proved.
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Following Iwasawa [13], we now consider the diagram of fields as illustrated
below.

The tower Kn^>Ln =>Fn has already been described.
Let F U nè0 Fn, and let K be the maximal abelian p-extension of F such that

only the prime /fc (the unique extension of fin to F) ramifies in K. The construction
of such infinité field extensions is given in [12], Section 6.

Note that Kn c K, because Kn • F/F is an abelian p-extension in which at most
the prime ft, ramifies.

The field An is the largest abelian extension of Fn contained in K. Then, An
contains F and also the p-part of ail the class fields of Fn contained in K, e.g. Kn.

Finally we define M, still following Iwasawa. Let E= U^o^m where En is

the group of units of Fn^F. Consider the Kummer extensions Mm F(E1/pm),

m 1, 2,.... By an obvious broadening of Kummer theory (as presented in [1],
Chap. VI, Theorem 4) to thèse infinité field extensions, ft is the only prime of F
which has a chance to ramify in MJF. Since Mm/F is an abelian p-extension, it
foliows that MmcK for ail m. Set M= UmâoMm.

Ail extensions in sight in the diagram (including those over Q) are Galois and
thus the various Galois groups, e.g. Gai (KJLn), Gai (KlF), etc. are ail modules

over Gn Gai (FJQ) via the group extension

1 ^ Gai (K/Fn) -* Gai (K/Q) ^ Gn ^ 1.

It will be convenient to view K as a subfield of the complex numbers and to
dénote complex conjugation uniformly by c on every intermediate Galois extension

of Q.
Recall that we want to calculate Gai (KJLn) with the action on it of complex

conjugation. (Lemma 4.2.)
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We gather informations on the Galois groups of interest to us in the diagram.

LEMMA 4.3. Gai (M/F) Gai" (M/F), Le. for every s e Gai (M/F), we hâve
csc~1=: s"1.

The proof is elementary. Let /u, be the group of roots of unity in F. By
(elementary) Kummer theory, we hâve for each m a canonical isomorphism

X : Gai (MJF) -> Hom (E • Fpm/F'pm, n).

It suffices to show that cSmC"1 s^1 for ail m, where sm is the projection of 5

into Gal(Mm/F). We write s for sm again. Then, by définition of x

Xc$cAu) ^csc

where vpm w, ueE • F*pm and v€Mm.
By Kummer's lemma, we may assume that ueE+. (Compare §3.) Indeed,

ue£+ holds up to multiplication by some root of unity which in F* is a pm-th

power. If p is odd, v can then obviously be chosen real. If p 2, u can even be

taken positive since in that case -1 is a 2m-th power in F*. In ail cases we may
thus assume that c(v) v.

But then, we hâve

XcscAu) csc~\v)/v c(sv/v) (sv/v)~\

since sv/v is a root of unity. Hence,

This holds for every ueE - F'pm/F'pm and since x is an isomorphism, it follows
that csc~1 s"1.

As to the extension X/M, we hâve a theorem of Iwasawa describing its Galois

group. Let

S lim{S(FM)},

the limit being taken with respect to the obvious maps S(Fn)-> S(Fn+i) induced

by the inclusions Fn -*> Fn+1.

The relationship between S and the extension K/M is given by the following
theorem.
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THEOREM OF IWASAWA. There is a canonical isomorphism of Gai (F/Q)-
modules

X: S -» Char Gai (K/M).

Hère, Char Gai (K/M) means the group of continuous homomorphisms
Hom (Gai (K/M), /ul), where fi, the group of roots of unity in F, is equipped with
the discrète topology. The action of Gal(F/Q) on Char Gai (K/M) is given by

where s e Gai (F/Q), ère Gai (K/M) and s'1 • a is given by the opérations of
Gal(F/Q) on Gai (K/M) via the group extension

1 -* Gai (KlF) -> Gai (K/Q) -* Gai (F/Q) -> 1.

Caution: Iwasawa uses the action (sx)(v) x(sl ' °")- Then, of course, x *s no
longer a Gai (F/Q)-map. We prefer the above formulation because we wish to
keep track of the Gai (F/Q)-module structure and Gai (F/Q) opérâtes naturally on
ix. Observe that complex conjugation c can be viewed as an élément in Gai (F/Q).

Finally, we shall need to know that Gai (K/F) surjects by restriction onto
Gai (KJFn). By elementary Galois theory, this is équivalent to proving:

LEMMA 4.4. Kn n F Fn.

Proof. Since [Fn+1 : Fn] p, a prime, and every subfield of F strictly larger than
Fn contains Fn+i, the assertion is équivalent to showing that Fn+i is not contained

inKn.
To prove this, we view KJFn and Fn+i/Fn as class field extensions.
We hâve readily constructed Kn as class field over Fn associated with the ray

group

As is well known, Fn+1 is class field over Fn associated with the ray group

H {* e I(Fn) \N*=1 mod pn+2}.

(Recall that Fn+1 is obtained from Fn by adjunction of the pn+2-nd roots of unity.
The norm is from Fn to Q. See [7], Satz 131.)
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Class field theory asserts that Kn contains Fn+1 if and only if the ray group of
Kn, namely Hn, is contained in the ray group of Fn+1. Thus, in order to prove
Fn+1 <£ Kn, it suffices to exhibit an élément aeFn such that a - 1 mod jC, but
|N(a)|#lmodpn+2. We then hâve (a)eHn and (a)éH.

If p is an odd prime, take a-l + p. Then, the congruence a lmod^r
results from (p) ^n(pl) in I(Fn). On the other hand, since aeQ, we hâve

It is easily verified that for r ^ 2 and p an odd prime, we hâve

Therefore,

\N(a)\ N(a) 1 - pn+1 mod pn+2,

and the lemma is proved for p odd.

If p 2 and n ^ 1, take a 1 +2i € Fn. (Hère, i — £x is a primitive 4-th root of
unity.) Then, a 1 mod ^", since (2) ^n- Further,

and the lemma follows for p 2 also, at least for rcj^l.
We do not need the lemma for p 2 and n 0. It is however still true. In that

case take a 3 in the above argument.
We now proceed to prove Theorem 4.1.

Let first p 2. Then, by Weber's theorem, the class number of Fn is odd, i.e.

S(Fn) 0 for ail n. (See e.g. [11], Theorem III.) Hence, Iwasawa's theorem in that
case implies K M By Lemma 4.3 it follows that Gai (KlF) GaF (KlF), where
as earlier Gai" (K/F) {cre Gai (K/F) | cac~1 a-"1}. Since the restriction map
Gai (K/F) —> Gai (KJFn) is surjective and clearly commutes with the action of
complex conjugation, we also hâve Gài (KJFn) GaT (KJFn). Now,
Gai (LJFn) S(Fn) 0. Thus Ln Fn in this case, and Gal(Kn/LJ
Gal~ (KJLn). Using Lemma 4.2, this can be reworded
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Going back to the notations in §2, we now show that this implies Tn
Ut

Indeed, Yn V~ means that for every unit u e U(Rn), there exists a unit e e En
such that c(u) /(e) • w~\ i.e. u • c(u) j(e)€j(En). With the notation N
{u • c(u), u g U(Rn)} of §2, this means that N^j(En). On the other hand, Xn c
j(En) since x j(Çn), and so Xn • Nc/(En). But, by Lemma 2.3, we had
Xn • Un=Xn -NUo-iXn -N, where o"! 1 + x + jc"1. Since Xn-Nc/(£n), the
statement Tn C7n/Xn • Ut ov equivalently j(En) ¥'2xXn • Un will follow if we
verify that aiej(En). This is immédiate:

Next, let p be an odd prime.
We first dispose of the statement Y~=UnIXn • Ut By §3, we know that

En (Çn) - Et. Therefore, Tn surjects onto UJXn • 17+. Since UJXn • 17» is equal
to its subgroup of antisymmetric éléments, i.e. UJXn • Un (UJXn • L7*)~, we
hâve a surjection

If u eV~ maps to 1 g I7n/Xn • Ut then u is represented by a unit xlw € Un with
m both symmetric and antisymmetric. Since p is odd, it follows that u 1 and thus
t> l. (Xnc=/(En).)

This proves T'n^UnIXn • [7j.
It remains to evaluate Vn- Assume now that p is semi-regular, i.e. S(Fq) 0.

Iwasawa has proved in [11] that this implies S(Fn) 0-for ail n^O, where S(F^)
is the p-primary component of the idéal class group of F* QUn + £«1)- Further-

more, it is well known that the inclusion F^ —» Fn induces an isomorphism
n) S+(Fn). (See Statement 4.5 in the appendix below.) Therefore for ail n,
n) S-(Fn), and S S~.

Since p is odd, Gal(K/F) splits as Gal+ (K/F) x Gai" (K/F) and hence,
{Char Gai (K/M)}~ Char Gal+ (K/M). Thus, Iwasawa's theorem becomes

S S" Char Gal+ (K/M) Char Gal+ (K/F).

The last isomorphism because Gai (M/F) Gai (M/F) by Lemma 4.3.

Since Gal+ (LJFn) S+(Fn) 0, it follows that Gai4" (Kn/Fn) Gal+ (KJLn),
and Lemma 4.4 provides a surjection Gal+(K/F)-^ Gal+
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We thus get a canonical injection

Char K Char Gal+ (KJLn) -» Char Gal+ (K/F) S",

and it remains to show that this subgroup is contained in S"(Fn-1).
According to Iwasawa [13], Theorem 15, page 553, S~(Fn-t) injects into

S" lim_> S~~(FV) and is precisely the fixed point set in S~ under the action of
rn_x Gai (F/Fn^) c Gai (F/Q).

This will imply Char Gai* (KJLn)c S~(Fn-1). Indeed, the action of Fn_i on
Gal(Kn/Ln) factors through the action of the quotient Gai (Fn/Fn_!)c= Gn

Gai (Fn/Q) of Fn_!. We see now that this action is trivial. If s g Gai (Fn/Fn_x) is the

generator such that s(£n) frp\ we hâve s(x) x1+pn x in Rn ¥p[x]/(xpn -1)
and therefore Gai (Fn/Fn_i) opérâtes trivially on U(Rn)/j(En) Tn Gai (KJLn).
The action is a fortiori trivial on Gal+ (KJLn). Now, every character

X : Gal+ (KJLn) —> /x, where fi is the group of roots of unity in F, takes its values
in the subgroup generated by £n_i. This, because upn 1 for ail we U(Rn) such

that u 1 mod tRm and so the order of every élément in Gai (KJLn) divides pn.

Since Gai (FJFn-i) opérâtes trivially on Cn-i, it follows that Gai (Fn/Fn_x), and
hence Gal(F/Fn-i), opérâtes trivially on Char Gal+(Kn/Ln). Therefore
Char Gal+

Appendix to §4. Résumé of some of Iwasawa's work

Beside the isomorphism

X : S lim S(Fn) -> Char Gai (K/M),

we hâve used the following results of Iwasawa taken from [11] and [13].
(4.5) S(Ft)~* S+(Fn) is an isomorphism for ail n^O;
(4.6) S(F£) 0, resp. S(Fo) 0, implies S(F^) O, resp. S(Fn) O, for ail

(4.7) The natural map S~(Fn_i)-> S"(Fn) is an injection and the fixed point
set of Gal(F/FB-i) on S" lim_* S~(Fn) is precisely S"(Fn_i).

The notations which agrée with those of Iwasawa are carried over from the

preceding sections.

Hère are some indications of proofs.
First, the map x • S -* Char Gai (KlM) is defined as follows. Let a be an idéal

in Fn representing some élément AeS. For some integer m we hâve apm+1 (a),
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a g Fn. We may assume that Fn contains the pm+1-st roots of unity, replacing if
necessary a and a by their images under an inclusion Fn->Fn>, where n'^
max{m, n}. Consider the Kummer extension Fn(a), where apm+1 a. Since for
every prime in Fn the ^-completion of & is principal, it follows that a is a

pm+1-st power in the ^-completion of Fn, up to a ?-adic unit. Hence, by Kummer
theory, it follows that no other prime than ftn ramifies in Fn(a)/Fn. (Compare [1],
Theorem 4, page 22.) Therefore, F(a)cK Set

Xa (a) aa/a e fxm

for ail creGal(K/M), where \im is the group of pm+1-st roots of unity in F.

It is immédiate to verify that x îs a we^ defined homomorphism x'.S—>
Char Gai (K/M). Also, with seGal(F/Q),

Xsa(ot) cr(sa)/sa s^asa/a) sxa(s~1cts) (s • Xa)(ct).

Thus x is a homomorphism of Gal(F/Q)-modules.
Suppose xa is the trivial character. For some choice of a such that apm+x (a),

aeFm n^m, and apm+1 a, this implies aeM. We may assume that a€Mm+i,
the Kummer field generated by the pm+1-st roots of units E of F. Since

apm+I=aeF, it follows from elementary Kummer theory that apm+1€E • F'pm+1,

and so, increasing n again if necessary, we can assume a u • cpm+1 with u £ En,

c £ Fn. Then, ^pm+1 (c)pm+1 and ^ (c) is principal, i.e. A 1. Thus, x is injective.
In order to prove surjectivity, let £ : Gai (KlM) —> y. be a continuous character.

Since Gai (K/F) is abelian, there is an extension H : Gai (KlF) -> /x with image fim
for some m. Let ^ be the fixed field of Ker S. Then, 4>/F is finite cyclic and S
breaks up into

Gai (K/F) -^Gai (#/JF)-5U /Ltm.

Viewing H':Gai (<P/F)-* /u,m € <£' as a cocycle and applying Hilbert Theorem 90,

we find an élément a £ 0* such that H'(o"')= cr;a/a for ail cr' £ Gai (<P/F). Hence,
H(cr) Wa(a)/a for ail cr€Gal(K/F). By a familiar argument, it follows that
apm+1£F. (Observe that H(cr)pm+1 1.) We hâve apm+1 a£Fn for some n^m.
Moreover, since (n -1 € Fn is invariant by Gai (#/F), we may assume that a is

prime to ^n (Çn - 1). Since further at most fin ramifies in Fn(a)/Fn, because only
ftn ramifies in <2>/Fn, and since Gai (Fn(a)/Fn) clearly leaves the idéal (a) fixed, it
follows that (a) is the extension to Fn(a) of an idéal a in Fn. Now, ^pm+1 (a), and
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denoting by A the class of a in S, we hâve

XA(a) aa/a Va(a)/a S(cr) |(<r)

for ail cre Gai (K/M). Thus, Xa £ and # îs surjective.

LEMMA 4.5. The inclusion I\->Fn induces an isomorphism

The proof is quite elementary. For p 2, both sides are zéro by Weber's
theorem and there is nothing to prove. Suppose now that p is an odd prime and
let a be some idéal in Fn such that a?m (a) and ia- (a), where a e Fn, a e Fn

and i is the injection of the idéal groups. Then, ^2 (a • â) because they hâve

equal extensions in Fn. Since apm is also principal and 2 is prime to pm, it follows
that a itself is principal. This proves that S(Fn)~* S(Fn) is injective.

Clearly, the image is contained in S+(Fn). Let M be a représentative of an
élément in S*(Fn). We may assume thatj#= $p+1 for some 38 e S+(Fn). We hâve
à S8 • (|3) for some j8 € Fn. From 33 $É â • (|8) & • (j3 • j3) we conclude that
j8 • fi t; is a unit of F^. Raising to the (p + l)-st power and setting a j3p+1 and

u t?(1/2)(p4"1)> we hâve a • â m • w. Therefore, ^? ^ • (a) ^ • (a • u"1). Since
au"1 • au~1 1, Hilbert's Theorem 90 gives us an élément ye F'n so that au"1

7 • y"1, and then j^ • (y) $& • (y). Thus every élément of S+(Fn) has a représentative

,s# such that s&-sâ* We may further assume that si is prime to ftn - (£n -1)
]in. But then, since no prime other than fin ramifies in FJF'n, it follows that si is

the extension in Fn of some idéal in F£. Therefore, S(FÏ)-* S+(Fn) is surjective
and the lemma is proved.

A nice and simple proof of (4.6) is given in Iwasawa's note [11]. There is no
point in repeating it hère.

COROLLARY. If p is a semi-regular prime, Le. S(F£) 0, then S(Fn)
S~(Fn) for ail n^O.

LEMMA 4.7. The map S"(Fn_i)~> S~(Fn) is injective and S~(Fn_i) is precisely
the fixed point set in S~ of the Galois group Gai (F/Fn_x).

Proof. We may assume p odd. Let temporarily G Gai (Fn/Fn_i). Facts from
Galois cohomology (Theorems 11 and 13 of [13]):

H\G, C(Fn)) Ker {C(Fn^) -» C(Fn)} Ker {S(Fn^) -+ S(Fn)}.
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Thèse isomorphisms are proved using class field theory. For the proofs we
refer the reader to [13], pages 550 and 551. The last equality follows by an

argument similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 4.5.

The groups on the left, as well as on the right, are modules over the cyclic

group of order 2 operating by complex conjugation c on the coefficients C(Fn-i),
C(Fn), En. Moreover, the isomorphisms commute with the action of c. Thus
Hk(G, C(Fn))~ makes sensé.

Since En_i ^n_i • E*-i and the éléments of fxn_i are norms from En, it
follows that H2(G, C(Fn)y H2(G, En)~ s {En^INEn)~ 0, where N is the norm
from Fn to Fn_i.

Since C(Fn) is finite, the Herbrand quotient

|H2(G, C(Fn))\/\H\G, C(Fn))\ 1.

The usual argument for proving this yields

\H\G, C(Fn)y\ \H2(G, C(Fn)y\ 1

in the présent situation. Hence, Ker{S~(Fn_i)—» S~(Fn)} 0.

Observe that in the situation where p is assumed to be semi-regular,
H2(G, En) En-ilNEn is of order prime to p because NEn contains the subgroup
E*_i of circular units in En-t whose index in En equals the class number of F*.
(See [8], §11, Satz 3.) Therefore, in this case, H\G, C(Fn)) is a p-group of order
prime to p, i.e. Hl{G, C(Fn)) 0. But we do not need this.

It is clear that S~(Fn_i) is fixed under Gai (F/Fn_x). Conversely, in order to

prove that every élément of S~ fixed under Gai (F/Fn-J belongs to S~(Fn_i) it
suffices to prove that if a is an idéal in Fm whose class is fixed under
Gai (Fm/Fm_!), then a is an extension of an idéal in Fm_1? m^n. We hâve then,
s41 a - (as) and the map

a: Gai (FJFm-x)-+F'JEm

sending s to as is a 1-cocycle. Since H^Gal (Fm/Fm_i), F'm/Em) injects into
H2(Gal (Fm/Fm_!), Em) by the cohomology exact séquence and Hilbert's Theorem

90, H2(Gal(Fm/Fm_1),Emr 0 implies H^GaKFJF^), Fm/Em)- 0. It is

easily verified that the cohomology class of a is antisymmetric under the action of
complex conjugation, as a conséquence of the fact that the class of a is. It follows
that there exists c e F'm/Em such that as clse for ail s e Gai (Fm/Fm_i). Hence,

s(&' (c)) a,' (c). Since a - (c) also represents the class of ^, we may as well
assume that s(#) a. As a may be further assumed to be prime to fim, this implies
that a is the extension to Fm of an idéal of Fm_i.
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§5. Structure of Wn for regular primes

Let again C{pn+1) dénote a cyclic group of order pn+1 with generator x. We
identify QC(pn+1) with the product of fields QexHî-0Q(Çv)ev under the

isomorphism sending x to e + Zv-o&A» where £, exp {2irilpv*1), and where
1 e + eo + • • • +en is the décomposition of 1 as a sum of primitive orthogonal
idempotents in QC(pn+1).

The subring ZC(pn+1) is contained in the maximal order Mn =Ze xllv=o Avev
of QC(pn+1), where AV Z[&].

Recall that Wn dénotes the kernel of the homomorphism

induced by the inclusion i:ZC(pn+1)-*s&n.
Theorem 1.2 of Section 1 which is an immédiate conséquence of Theorem 1.1

enables us to calculate the order of Wn for regular primes as advertised in the
introduction. In this section we discuss the structure of the group.

Let tQ £0~ 1. We regard t0 as an élément in ail the Av as £0 ££"• Dénote by
cn the idéal

cn pn+1Ze xpnroAoeox • • • x pn~vt0Avev x • • • x t0Anen.

It is easily verified that «ncZC(pn+1)cin. More precisely, if
i:ZC(pn+1) -> ^n dénotes the inclusion given by i(x) e +Sv=o ^v, we hâve the
formulas

and
t n

'<*'-« n

which are easily verified, looking at the right hand side componentwise. Thèse
identities show that a Z-base of cn is contained in ZC(pn+1).

Thus, there is a fibre product

ZC(pn+1) > an

i i
ZC(pn+1)/cn *sijcn
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which in turn yields an exact séquence

U(ZC(p"+1)/cn)x

{[—*o.
r 0

We hâve used hère that ZC(pn+1)Un and $&nlcn are semi-local rings.
Hence, Wn CokerJn.
Recall that there is an involution on ZC(pn+1) determined by x—?jc"1 and

also on sdn, resp. sdjcn given by complex conjugation in each Av. We dénote by
°Ut the subgroup of U(s&nlcn) consisting of symmetric éléments (i.e. éléments left
fixed by the involution). Let 3fn c= U(séjcn) stand for the subgroup consisting of
the units of the form e+£"=o £!/£*•

THEOREM 5.1. Let p be a régulât odd prime. Then, the map <Pn : U{sânlcn) -»
K0(ZC(pn+1)) of the above exact séquence induces an isomorphism

Im <Pn Wn s U(s4Jcn)l%n°UUn(U(ZC(pn+1)/cn)).

Note that sin\cn and Sn ZC(pn+1)/cn are finite rings and their generators
tvev (fv-l)ev, viz. t x-1 are nilpotent. Thus, the calculation of the groups of
units U{sdnlcn), °llt, and Jn(Sn) however complicated, is elementary, i.e. does not
require the knowledge of a basis in U{s&n).

Proof. We hâve to show that

where Sn=ZC(pn+1)/cn.
It is clear by Kummer's lemma that

Ker $n=Jn{[/(Sn)x[/K)}c %n • °Ut • Jn(Sn).

(Compare Section 3.)

Obviously, Sena

Thus, the only non-trivial statement is

We prove this by induction on n, using the regularity of p and of course the
results in Section 4.
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First, there is a projection of the fibre product

ZC(p"+1) > sin

i i
Sn * sdjcn

to its analogue for n —1. This projection yields a commutative cube

ZC(p"+1)

where the projection sén -* s4n-i merely forgets the last component in An.
This diagram provides a map v of exact séquences

ko

Since [7(jrfn) [7(*rfn-0x [7(An), and tt0 \ U(sin) simply drops the last component,

it follows that tt0 is surjective. On U(Sn-i) the surjectivity of tt0 is évident
since an élément of Sn-i ZC(pn)/cn-i is a unit if and only if as a polynomial in
t x -1, its constant term is prime to p. For p odd, it follows that tt0 is surjective
on symmetric éléments.

Thus, given a symmetric unit u s U{sâjcn), in order to show that ue!mJn we

may assume using induction on n that tti(m)=1. (For p 2, this argument
definitely breaks down. We do not know whether or not Theorem 5.1 survives in
that particular case.)

Now, using the décomposition

U(Z/pn+1Z)x fi U(AJpH-vtoAv),
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we can wnte u m components u v u0 Mi un with ve U(Z/pn+1Z) and

uveU(AJpn~vt0Av) The induction hypothesis 7Ti(m)=1 means that u
1 mod pnZ and uv 1 mod pn~v~xt0Av for v 0, 1, n - 1

It îs clear that each uvy v 0, n - 1 îs symmetnc
We need the followmg lemma

LEMMA 5 2 We hâve

V9Uq9 ,Mn-1€t/+(Afl/r0An) /n([/(Sn)),

vv/iere l/+(An/f0An) dénotes the subgroup of symmetnc units in U(AJt0An)

Observing that AJt0An îs precisely the ring JRn =¥p[t]/(tpn) of Section 4

(under the correspondence t <-> ^n -1), we know from Section 4 that

U+(AJt0An) c ;l/(An) c JnL7(^n)

if p îs a regular prime
Therefore, Lemma 5 2 will imply that v u0 wn_i Im Jn and smce

une U+(AJt0An)<^JnU(s4n), this yields uvelmJn and Theorem 5 1 follows

Proof of Lemma 5 2 We give the argument for uv, v 0, n "-1 The

argument for i; îs similar and left to the reader
Write uv l + pn'v 1toa and choose a lift zeSn=ZC(pn+1)/cn of a arbitrar-

îly (The composition ZC(pn+1) -» Zxfl"=o Av -> Av îs surjective for each v Set

n-l
FI 2,

regarded as an élément of U(Sn)
We look at the components of /n(w) in U(s#Jcn)

U(Z/pn+1Z)xl\ï=o U(AJpn~xt0AK) It îs clear that ail components of Jn(w) are 1

except the one in U(AJpn~vt0Av) which equals uv and a possibly non-trivial
component wn m the last factor wn € (7(Aw/r0An)

Therefore,

w^^w^mod JnU(Sn),

with wn € L/(An/r0An)
It remains to secure a symmetnc wn Let pN be the order of u Then,

uv (uvcuv)(1/2)ipN+1) since p îs odd, and so, replacmg w by (w cw)(1/2)(pN+1) if
necessary, we get a symmetnc wn
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This complètes the proof of Lemma 5.2 and thus of Theorem 5.1.

A more explicit description of Wn appears in S. Galovich's paper [6].

§6. Direct method for n 1

For n 1, the cokernel of the map

/: U(ZCP)xE^ U(Fp[x]/(xp-1))

can be calculated for p a semi-regular prime without appeal to class field theory.
Recall that Et dénotes the group of units in Z[£i], where £v is a primitive

p^-st root of unity and / is the restriction to units of the map of rings sending a

generator of Cp to x and £i to x.

THEOREM 6.1. If p is a semi-regular odd prime, there is an exact séquence

0 -> (|(p - 3) + ôp) • Z/pZ -> X0(ZCp2) -> Ko(ZUo]) x K0(Z[(J) -» 0,

vv/zere ôp is the number of Bernoulli numbers among B2, B4,..., Bp_3 whose

numerator is divisible by p.

Using the Milnor-Mayer-Vietoris séquence of Section 1, the theorem is

équivalent to

Coker j ss (|(p - 3) + ôp) • Z/pZ.

We prove this in two steps. Step 1. /(l/(ZCp))c/(Ei). Thus Coker /'

Coker; | Ei; Step 2. Coker{;:Ei--> (7(R1)} (è(p-3) + 5p) -Z/pZ, where JRx

FPW/(xp-l).
Step 1. Set t x -1. Thus, Ri Fp[f]/(fp). Consider the commutative diagram

P-!-* U(Rt)

i

where Eo l/(Z[£0])- The left vertical map sends a generator of Cp to £0- The

map ;*o sends £0 to 1 + r. It is well defined since f0 is a root of the polynomial
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1 + X+ • • • +XP~1 and in FP[X], we hâve

Finally 0 is the obvious map reducing mod(tp~1).
Observe first that the kernel of 6 is generated by the unit l + tp~l which

belongs to y(Ei). In fact,

+ xp

Therefore, it suffices to prove

jo(Eo)c:ej(E1).

Let E* be the subgroup of circular units in Eo, i.e. the subgroup of Eo

generated by ±£0 and the units of the form (£o~ l)/(£o~ 1)> where 5 is prime to p.
We use the classical resuit in the theory of cyclotomic fields:

The index [Eo : E*] equals the class number ho of the maximal real subfield

A proof is given in Borevich-Shafarevich [4], Theorem 2, Chap. 5, Sec. 5,

page 362.

Thus our hypothesis, p a semi-regular prime, implies that [Eo: JE*] is prime to

P-

The group U(Fp[t]/(tp''1)) splits as a direct product Fpx I70, where Uo is the

subgroup of unipotent units, congruent 1 mod (f). The factor Fp is contained in
For s prime to p, ((o-l)l((o- 1) is a unit in Z[fi], with e.g. ^O (ï, and

o- D}= 0/(l + fo+- ••+^~1) l + xp+..-+xp(s-1) s.

Thus, we only hâve to worry about the unipotent component of jo(Eo). But,
Uo is clearly a p-group. Since the index [Eo : E*] is prime to p, it follows that the

unipotent components of jo(Eo) and jo(Eo) are equal. It thus suffices to prove that
jo(E*)c Oj(Ei). Trivial magie does this. Namely,

Step 2. We now corne to the proof of

Coker {j : Et -+ U(Rt)} (|(p - 3) + ôp) • Z/pZ.
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Agam, smce the kernel of 0 îs generated by \ + tp~x which belongs to the

image of ;, as we hâve just seen, the assertion îs équivalent to

Coker Oj (§(p - 3) + 8P) • Z/pZ

Also, Fp<=Im $], so we eoncentrate on the unipotent component of 0/(Ei)
Let E? be the subgroup of Ex generated by the circular units ±Ci and

(£i - l)/(£i -1) with s prime to p Agam, the index [Ei E*] is finxte and equal to
the class number ht of the maximal real subfield QUi + ÇÎ1) of Q(£i) (See [8],
Satz 3, page 24

Remark Actually, the resuit we use is a shght variation of what we hâve

quoted But ît is easily seen that thèse are équivalent
On the other hand, ho prime to p implies ht prime to p for ail n 0 by

Iwasawa [11] It follows that the unipotent components of 6](Ei) and 0/(Ef) are
equal

An easy calculation shows that the unipotent component of Oj(Ef) is generated

by Wi 0/(fi) and the units

for r 2, ,p-2
We mtroduce the map

log l/0-*r,

where T is the idéal of t m FpM/O1'"1), and

Actually, log is an isomorphism Uo is a multiplicative vector space over Fp of
dimension p-2 with basis 14-2, 1 + z2, l + zp~2, where z is any élément m
T, zîè T2 The loganthms log (1 + z), log (1 + z2), log (1 + zp~2) form a basis of
T We now choose z such that x e2, î e

ll(l + 0 *|2+ +tp~2

We hâve ux 0/£i x e2, and

rz !.(£zi)-
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for r 2,..., p - 2. It follows that

/6«_1\ /ez-l\
log wi z, log wr log I - log j,

for r 2,..., p — 2.

We seek a formula expressing log(ex-l)/X.
Recall the définition of the Bernoulli numbers

^—r=l+I (BJs\)Xs
e -1 s=i

in Q[[X]]. We review the properties of the Bernoulli numbers Bs which we need.
First Bx=i Next, write f(X) X/(ex-l)-l+jX. It is easily verified that

Hence,

(*) Bs vanishes for s odd>\.

Now, an easy calculation shows that

and integrating formally,

s\)X\

Thus, in O[X]/(X"~1) we hâve

Therefore,

(**) The denominators of B2, B4,..., Bp_3 are not divisible by p.

It follows that

log(—)=!z + P£ (BJs-sD-z
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makes sensé and holds true in Fpff]/^"1) for any z in T, the idéal generated by t.

Going back to the calculation of log un we get

log Mi z,

P-2 p-2
log ur \rz + l (BJs • sl)(rz)s-&- L (BJs • s\)zs

s=2 s=2

for r 2, ...,p-2. •

Thus, we observe that modulo the subspace Fpz of the vector spaee T over Fp,
the éléments iog m2, log up-2 are the transforms of the basis z2,..., zp~2 of
T/FpZ by the matrix M, where

ï-l

But, M AB, where Alk (ik -l)/k • k\ and B is the diagonal matrix of
Bernoulli numbers diag (B2, B3,..., Bp_2).

The first factor A is invertible as a matrix over Fp as is easily verified. The
second has rank §(p - 3) - ôp, where ôp is the number of Bernoulli numbers among
B2, B4,..., Bp_3 which vanish mod p. (B3 B5 • • • Bp_2 0.)

The rank of the subgroup of Uo generated by uu • • •, "P-2 is thus seen to be

l+è(p-3)-ôp |(p-l)--ôp. The cokernel of j has therefore the rank p-2-
|(p -1) + 8P è(p - 3) + 8P as asserted.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

§7. Calculation of K0(ZC15)

Let (o, l, û)Ç dénote primitive 3-rd, 5-th and 15-th roots of unity respectively.
Consider the map

i* : X0(ZC15) -> K0(ZM) x K0(Z[f]) x K0(Z[a>Ç])

induced by the inclusion of ZCÎ5 in the maximal order of QCi5.
We shall prove that Keri# Z/2Z. On the right hand side, the factors

K0(Z[û)]), K0(Z[Ç]) and Ko(Z[o>£]) are isomorphic to the idéal class groups of
Q(^>), Q(£) and Q(w^) respectively. It is easily verified that ail three class groups
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are zéro. This yields:

THEOREM7.1. KO(ZC15)

Thus, in the case of a cyclic group of composite order (hère Ci5), Ker i* may
involve primes which do not divide the order of the group.

The proof is by direct calculation.
We start with the fibre product

ZC15

ZC3 » F,C3

and the resulting exact séquence as in Section 1,

l/(ZC3) x l/(Z[f]C3) -» L/(F5C3) -? JC0(ZC15) -> K0(ZC3) x K0(Z[f]C3) -» 0.

We want to prove

(1)

(2) Coker{/: l/(ZC3)x [/(Z[f]C3)-»F5C3}sZ/2Z.

This will yield the desired resuit, since K0(ZC3)= Ko(Z[co]) by Rim's theorem.
We begin with the calculation of K0(Z[£]C3). Consider the fibre product

Z[£]C3

with the obvious maps. It is easy to check that F3[£]
F3[X]/(1 + X + X2 + X3 + X4) is a field. (Indeed, 34 is the lowest power of 3 which
is congruent 1 mod 5 and thus F3« is the smallest field in characteristic 3 contain-

ing a primitive 5-th root of unity.) We write F3(f) instead of F3[£].
Moreover, l/(Z[wf])—> U(¥3(O) is surjective because (o-Ç is a unit in Z[cu£],

with inverse ^2-a>(l + f3), and (o-Ç projects to l-^eF3(^) which générâtes the

cyclic group of non-zero éléments (of order 80).

It follows that the séquence

U(Z[i]) x 1/(Z[ù>£]) -* U(¥3(O) -> K0(Z[Ç]C3) -> X0(Z[^]) x Ko(Z[oi]) ^ 0

yields the assertion (1).
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For use in proving (2), we note that the above fibre product also yields the

following information.
A unit in Z[a>£] is the image of a unit in Z[£]C3 if and only if its projection to

F3(f) is in the image of t/(Z[£D-» l/(F3(f)).
We now show that this image consists precisely of the squares in l/(F3(£)).
It is well known that l/(Z[£]) is the direct product of its torsion subgroup

generated by -£ and an infinité cyclic group generated by the fundamental unit
e r1+i+^.

It is somewhat more convenient to work with the generators -£ and

fe 1 + f + f2. In F3(£), we hâve

Therefore, we hâve the following criterion:

A unit in Z[w£] is the image of a unit in Z[£]C3 if and only if its projection into
F3(£) is an even power of 1 — £.

Using this, we proceed to prove (2), i.e.

Coker {j : I/(ZC3) x l/(Z[£]C3) -> L/(F5C3)} Z/2Z.

First, every unit in ZC3 can be regarded as a unit in Z[£]C3 under the obvious
inclusion ZC3—»Z[£]C3. Moreover, ue U(ZC3) and the corresponding élément
in U(Z[f]C3) hâve the same /-image in F5C3. It suffices therefore to prove that

Coker tf : */(Z[f]C3)-* U(F5C3)}

We use the diagram (no, not a fibre product):

U(F5C3) >

where Îi(jc) 1, i2(x) a) with x a generator of C3, and /'(£) 1, j"(^)= 1.

LEMMA 7.2. If ueU(Z[ù)t;]) belongs to Ker/", then u i2(v) for some

veU(ZU]C3).

Proof. Let /:Z[<u^]-^F3(^) be the projection with /(co) l. By the criterion
above, u e Î2{U(Z[f]C3)} if and only if f(u) is a square.
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In order to calculate /(m), we use the commutative diagram

M,(î)
N squanng

where p is réduction mod 3 and N:Z[(oÇ]-> Z[£] is the norm map. Since Nu is a

unit in Z[f] it must be of the form Nu (-£)*(!+ £ + £2r. We claim that /x, is

even. Look at the composition Z[a>£]—^Ztf]—»F5. The unit Nu projects to
(-l)A3't. On the other hand, since /"(w)=l, we hâve u l+(l-£)(a + fc<o) for
some a, beZ[£]. It follows that Nu projects to 1 in F5. Combining the two, we
must hâve

(-1)A3^ 1 mod 5.

This is possible only if fi is even. Write /Lt -2m.
Corning back to the diagram, we hâve

and hence /(u) ±(l-£)2m+36A which is a square since -l (l-£)40. We con-
clude that uei2{U{Z[£]C3)} and Lemma 7.2 is proved.

It is now easy to show that Coker/=Z/2Z.
Identifying F5C3 with FsXF5(co) under x—> (1, <o), where x is a choice of

generators of C3, observe first that the unit -x(l + £x)eZ[£]C3, with inverse
-jc2(1 + ^ + ^2)(1-^ + ^V), maps by ; to y(-x(l + fx)) (3, 1)€F;xF5(û>)'.
Hence, the factor Fsx{l} is in the image of / and thus Coker / Coker (/" • i2).

Now, ¥5(ù))' is generated by w-1 of order 24 and ù>-1 j"(ù)- Ç).

By the criterion above, we know that (<o-£)2e i2{U(Z[Ç]C3)}. Thus, (<o-1)2€

Im(f -i2).
It remains to show that co - 1 é Im (/" • i2). But, if /"(ti> - f cj -1 /"ï'2 w, then

By Lemma 7.2, this implies u i2(v) for some u g U(Z[Ç]C3), and conse-

quently (o-Ç= i2(vw)elm i2. This contradicts the criterion above, since f(œ-
0 1 - f is not a square in F3(£).

This complètes the proof of Ker i# Z/2Z, where

i* : K0(ZC15) -* K0(Z[<o]) x KoiZUD x Xo(Z[cof]).
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The vérification that the idéal class groups of Q(cu), Q(£) and Q(o>£) are zéro îs

easy and left to the reader.
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